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The Corynebacterium glutamicum is of immense importance in the biotechnological industry. By use of genetic 

engineering, the bacterium is manipulated to produce different amino acids. We investigated a mutant that is 

called Corynebacterium glutamicum ATCC 13032 ΔmcbR. McbR is a regulator for the sulphur metabolism. It 

was supposed that the removal of this regulator would increase the biosynthesis of the sulphur containing amino 

acids cysteine and methionine. However an increased amount of cysteine and methionine was not observed. 

Instead Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) has been found in higher amounts than in the wild type of C. glutamicum. 

X-Ray microanalysis has shown small granules with a higher phosphorus-signal [1]. 

We used EFTEM to create elemental maps of phosphorus. The C. glutamicum contains only 1,4% up to 

2,2% phosphorus [2]. This would lead to a faint phosphorus-signal resulting in a low Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 

(SNR). The small granules that have been found contained enough phosphorus to reach a high SNR that would 

be a proof for a phosphorus-signal. 

The energy filtered images have been recorded with a Zeiss EM902 at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. The 

bacteria have been embedded in spurr. 30 nm thick sections have been used for all measurements. Electron 

Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) have been recorded with a Zeiss Libra 200FE at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. 

Figure 1 shows a spectrum between an energy loss of 70 eV up to 185 eV. The background subtraction shows 

that an elemental signal starts at 103 eV. Phosphorus possesses a delayed L2,3-edge that starts at 132 eV and 

shows a maximum at about 155 eV. The recorded signal is a combination of the phosphorus signal and a silicon 

signal. The excerpt in figure 1 shows a more detailed spectrum. The background has been subtracted and only 

the elemental signal is shown. The solid line [A] shows the elemental signal at a position outside the bacterium. 

Such a position is marked with [A] at figure 2. The filled spectrum [B] shows the signal inside a C. glutamicum, 

like the position marked with [B]. The silicon signal is present all over the specimen. 

To calculate a phosphorus-map from energy filtered images, we had to subtract the background and the 

silicon signal. To estimate the background we used 3 pre-edge images. We used a fit to the power-law-model to 

calculate the background at the energy loss of the post-edge image. To subtract the silicon signal we had to 

calculate its amount on the elemental signal at 155 eV. This has been done with an elemental map at the same 

specimen position and an energy loss of  115 eV. We calculated the ratio between the silicon signal at 115 eV 

and 155 eV: 
 

 q = Spurr(155eV) / Spurr(115eV). 
 

Spurr(ΔE) is the mean intensity at an area outside the bacterium like position [A] at figure 2. The spurr does not 

contains phosphorus. This ratio has been used to scale the silicon signal at 115 eV to subtract it from the 

elemental signal at 155 eV (Figure 2): 
 

 [Si_map](155eV) = q · [Si_map](115eV), 

 [P_map](155eV) = [P_Si-map](155eV) − [Si_map](155eV). 
 

This results in two elemental maps - one at 115 eV that shows the distribution of silicon and one at 155 eV that 

shows the signal of phosphorus (Figure 3). Figure 4 shows a line profile of the combined signal (filled) and the 

corrected signal (solid line). The corrected elemental map shows no phosphorus signal outside the bacterium. 

Furthermore one can easily identify structures of high phosphorus amount at Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. Line profile of the marked part at the elemental maps Fig 2 and Fig 3. 

Figure 2. Elemental map at 155 eV. 

It shows the elemental signal of Si and P. 

Figure 3. Corrected elemental map at 155 eV. 

The Si signal has been removed. 

Figure 1. EELS of C. Glutamicum ΔmcbR. 

The excerpt shows the background subtracted signal at two different specimen positions. 

 


